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OUR IMAGE
We care about our image just like we care
about yours. That’s why all the images you see
in our salons, on posters, appointment cards
and our website we have created ourselves.
Our stylists cut, colour and style every
strand on every head. We never use stock
photography or images shot by product
companies. We are proud of the hair our stylists
create and we want to share it with the world.
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COLOUR THEORY
CONSULTATION
Remember the quiz in the back of your old teen mag to find your perfect
colour palette? You may even have had a colour consultation with a
colour analyst – both seem a little passé now. However, HEADMASTERS
have taken this colour theory, developed it and made it relevant for a
new generation, creating the Colour Theory Consultation.
10 minutes in the chair with your HEADMASTERS Expert Colourist
will visually determine your perfect salon colour.
Often the difference in whether a colour works on you really isn’t if it
is blonde, brunette or red – it’s the difference between the underlying
tones. Sometimes the revelation can be quite a surprise but often the
tiniest tonal tweak can make a huge difference to how a colour works
with your skin tone and eyes.
Using a specially developed colour wheel, cape and some well-collated
mood boards, your perfect colour is now within easy reach. Book into
your nearest HEADMASTERS salon today.
The Colour Theory Consultation is free with every colour appointment.
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HIGHLIGHTS
Using traditional foils colour is
woven throughout the hair for
a blended result. This method is
perfect for lightening hair.

TISSUE LITES

It adds volume and depth to fine
hair and texture to short styles.

Originally developed for
discerning Parisian women,
using special tissues instead
of foils, this technique allows
for a delicate blending of
colour between highlights
for a more soft focused,
diffused impression.

COMMITMENT: LOW/MEDIUM

Perfect for going blonder or
adding natural tones back
into lightened hair.

BALAYAGE
This highly skilled technique
allows your colourist to
paint colour freehand where
it will flatter you the most,
highlighting your best features.
The result is a beautifully
bespoke colour.
A favourite with blondes, but
its equally gorgeous for adding
richness to brunettes and
interest to short cuts.

COMMITMENT: MEDIUM

COLOUR
WASH
This colour treatment
maintains your colours
beauty, removing brassiness
from blondes, adding vibrancy
back into reds and richness
to brunettes.
COMMITMENT: LOW

COMMITMENT: LOW/MEDIUM
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LIGHT EFFECTS
WITH

MICRO-WAND
Ideal for every hair colour,
Headmasters Light Effects with
Micro Wand uses an ultra fine
hair colouring wand (similar to
a mascara wand) to delicately
place fine lights along the soft
baby fine hairs around the face.
Lifting and lightening where the
sun naturally would to create
a soft, illuminated effect for an
altogether more real colour.
Used in conjunction with
traditional highlights or Balayage
it fills the gaps between the
hairline and root for a flattering,
natural colour.

SUPER FINE
BABY LIGHTS
Subtle shimmering colour that
adds the illusion of depth to
fine hair. This colour is perfect
for those who like to pretend
they have given mother nature
no help. Ultra fine sections
are woven through the hair
and lightened for a subtle,
shiny glow.
COMMITMENT: LOW

Complimentary with any
other colour service, available
nationwide.
COMMITMENT: LOW
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UNIVERSAL
COLOUR
Colour is applied all over to
cover every strand of hair, root
to tip. It’s a permanent tint
so it won’t wash out and will
cover 100% of white hair.
You can choose an Ammonia
Free INOA colour, which is
gentle on the hair and scalp
and gives a luminous finish.
Choose a vibrant colour
change, stay natural, go lighter
or darker.
COMMITMENT: HIGH

GLOSSING
Glossy by name and by
nature, this colour acts like a
deep conditioner with colour
enhancing qualities.
It gives a burst of shine whilst
enhancing your natural colour,
blending away first greys and
washes out in 8-10 weeks.
COMMITMENT: LOW

PLANT
BASED
COLOUR
The perfect first colour, it
enhances your natural colour
to add more vibrant tones
and serious shine. It lasts a
maximum of 6 weeks.
COMMITMENT: LOW
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BEFORE

THE COLOUR CURE
Re-define your hair colour

Clever colour placement plays a huge part in the definition of your cut and
really can make the difference. So HEADMASTERS have introduced THE
COLOUR CURE a simple guide to colour that enhances your cut and hair
texture for a bespoke look that’s as individual as you are.
We’ve narrowed it down to the four main hair concerns VOLUME,
TEXTURE, CONTOUR and a CUT ENHANCER. The Colour Cures
Collection works perfectly on all hair colours as they are only up to a couple
of shades lighter or darker than your colour.
THE COLOUR CURE can be booked along with your regular colour service
or as a standalone service. You choose up to four cures at the appointment.
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TEXTURE
ENHANCER

FACE
CONTOUR

How it works: Your expert colourist
will place colour that’s in contrast
with your natural shade on the lengths
and ends to emphasise every wave
and bend.
Perfect for every tone and shade, but
the multi-tonal effect of colour is the
key to this look.

How it works: Lighter pieces around
your hair line will draw attention to
your best features such as eyes and
cheekbones. Your expert colourist will
select the perfect tone for you, as a
rule usually three shades lighter than
your natural shade.
Perfect for grown out fringes and
haircuts with shorter layers around
the face.

VOLUME

CUT DEFINER

A favourite with fashions
elite, if you love undone hair
with movement and tousled
texture then this is the
colour for you.

The ideal colour for anyone
who has battled flat roots
and limp ends.

How it works: Having one solid colour
can make your hair look flat and lifeless,
adding different tones will give your hair
an extra boost. Your expert colourist
will place lighter pieces under your
parting, this will lift the hair giving the
illusion of more space which creates
the impression of volume.
Perfect for all hair types but particularly
fine and limp hair that needs a bit of
a boost.

Use this technique to define
and enhance your features.
Plus it will help brighten
your skin tone.

Ideal if your have shorter
locks and love to wear
your hair straight, this look
is perfect if you are looking
to create lines and make
the ends look fuller and
stand out.

How it works: Your expert colourist
will place a darker panel along the
under edge of your cut to define the
edges and create a shadow.
Perfect for hair that has the tendency
to look wispy and lack structure.
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NORDIC
BLONDE

COMPLETELY
GORGEOUS
Think of the beautiful colour
seen on the Hollywood A-list
– this is their secret! Using
highlights and gloss colour to
achieve a gorgeously blended,
polished, chic all over colour.
This technique gives complete
coverage on all types of hair
including white with a natural
highlighted or low-lighted finish.
COMMITMENT: HIGH

A double process is used
to achieve a beautifully pale
blonde, first hair is lightened
using the latest generation
lightening products to protect
your hair. Then toned for
a bespoke finish, banishing
brassiness forever. A choice of
four pretty washes tone your
blonde keeping it clean, bright
and sparkling.
• Ice – An iridescent hue
perfect for the cleanest, whitest
blonde.
• Vanilla– Adds a soft gold
blonde tone.
• Rose Gold – Ideal if you have
warm undertones, it adds a hint
of peach to your blonde.
• Biscuit – A little more natural
with an incandescent shine.
Our Colour Wash is ammoniafree and work on strengthening
and conditioning the hair for a
high shine finish.
The experience and knowledge
of an educated colourist turns
this colour into something
sophisticated and refined.
COMMITMENT: HIGH
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CONFIDENCE
BOOSTING
COLOUR
– At every age.

An all over gloss combined
with highlights is perfect for
adding back natural colour to
grey hair.
The re-growth is extremely
minimal as it softens away
as the hair grows out. The
brightest shades are placed
around the hairline to blend
away white hair and then the
rest of the colour is warmer
using golden shades of blonde
to keep it flattering.
The same formula can be used
on brunettes and reds with
decade dropping results.
63% of women aged 45-54
experienced thinning in their
40’s* so invest in a range that’s
designed to combat this, we
recommend NIOXIN.

BEAUTY
FLASH
LIGHTS
This new colour technique is
the perfect remedy for over
processed highlights. If your
colour is too light or too
blocky Beauty Flash lights will
give your blonde a new lease
of life.
Concentrating on creating light
and shadow to mimic
the effect of a beauty light on
a photoshoot or an instagram
filter.
This rich palette of toasted
tones will not only brighten
your complexion but lift and
define your features too.
COMMITMENT: HIGH

COMMITMENT: LOW - HIGH
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NEW RED HEAD
COLOUR MENU
Choose from our 7 pretty washes

Subtle Effect

Ribbons of red in your chosen wash
mixed with your natural colour. Perfect
for anyone with highlighted hair, ask
your expert colourist for more details.

Strong Effect

All over colour for a stand out red.
Ideal for anyone with brunette or
an all over blonde, ask your expert
colourist for more details.

Keep it Healthy

Add L’Oréal Professionnel
Smartbond® to your colour service
to protect your hair while colouring
for softer, stronger, shinier hair.

All of these washes are bespoke and in some cases you may need to lighten your hair to achieve this colour, ask your expert stylist for more details.
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THE
RUNWAY
BOB
Contouring with Colour
Headmasters expert colourists
place colour two shades
lighter and darker than your
natural shade to enhance
texture and movement
throughout, especially focusing
on accentuating cheekbones
and jaw lines. It subtly contours
and frames your face similar to
using a bronzer and highlighter.
Using a new technique called
Prisme, which uses triangular
panels of colour rather than
highlights to enhance volume
at the ends rather than the
roots to prevent the bob
shape looking too round and
helmet-like.

OUR COLOURISTS
HEADMASTERS colourists are trained to the very highest
professional standards. Every colourist is fully trained and
all receive further education at our three HEADMASTERS
ACADEMIES to keep their skills up to date with new
product innovations and colour techniques.
Furthermore, HEADMASTERS have more L’Oréal Master
Colour Experts per salon than any other salon group. To
attain L’Oréal Master Colour Expert status, colourists have
to attend an intensive training course and pass advanced
practical and technical examinations.
We invest in colour training to guarantee you beautiful,
confidence boosting colour every visit.
Our colourists are priced according to their level, their level
is based on how long they have been at HEADMASTERS,
except for L’Oréal Master Colour Experts who have
attained the highest industry qualification in colouring.

COMMITMENT: MEDIUM
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BLOW-DRY
COLLECTION
Beauty savvy women across the country know that
when their hair is beautifully blow-dried they can
conquer the world so choose from one of six fashion
forward blow-dries and emerge in just half an hour
feeling fresh and looking fabulous. There is a style to
suit every occasion whether its lunch with the girls,
that all important meeting, or glamorous cocktails.
Available nationwide.
“ Headmasters is a bastion of the British Highstreet and never lets you
(or your hair down). Its ever-evolving menu of styles and perennially
upbeat stylists mean you’ll never again have to try your luck at the
local salon when you leave the city. Just look for that shining silver
logo, that guiding beacon welcoming you in for a faultless blow-dry.”
Tatler Magazine
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WESTEND
WAVES
Undone glamour, cool girl
hair perfected.
MUST HAVES
L’Oréal Professionnel
Tecni.ART Wild Stylers
Savage Panache

REGAL
ROLL
Elegantly swept up, this
vintage roll gives the face
a ‘crowning’ effect.
MUST HAVES
L’Oréal Professionnel
Tecni.ART Pli
L’Oréal Professionnel
Tecni.ART Volume Architect
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CLASSIC
SMOOTH
LUXE
MANHATTAN

Simple and sophisticated,
this blow-dry is a classic
for a reason.
MUST HAVES
L’Oréal Professionnel
Tecni.ART Pli

Full volume curls our timeless
Manhattan is back with a bang.
MUST HAVES
L’Oréal Professionnel
Tecni.ART Fix Move
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WEDDING HAIR
PICTURE PERFECT FOR YOUR BIG DAY.
Take the panic out of your wedding hair by booking a HEADMASTERS wedding
package. Whether you are a traditionalist looking for a sophisticated, chic up-do or you
dream of walking up the aisle as a more polished version of yourself, our stylists will
create beautiful hair that leaves you and your bridesmaids bursting with confidence.
Our team will ensure the morning of your wedding is relaxed and enjoyable, booking
an area of the salon just for you. Relax with a glass of fizz, a luxury hair treatment, head
massage and gorgeous up-do or blow-dry for the perfect start to your special day.

FRENCH
BUN
Understated and chic,
perfectly placed to create
beautiful shaping around
the face and neckline

BRIDE ONLY

BRIDESMAIDS ONLY

BRIDE & BRIDESMAIDS

Hair Trial and Treatment

Hair Trial

Hair Trial and Treatment

L’Oréal Professionnel
Tecni.ART Pli

This is for the bride only. This appointment
can be arranged up to 6 weeks before the
wedding day.
1hr 30min

L’Oréal Professionnel
Tecni.ART Super Dust

Wedding Day Bridal Appointment

Luxury blow-dry or beautiful up-do.
1hr

Wedding Day

Hair Trial for 3 Bridesmaids.

This package is valid for bridesmaids only.
Any expenses incurred for stylist travel to any
venues other than the HEADMASTERS Salon
will be charged extra.

Wedding Day Bridal Appointment

MUST HAVES

A luxury blow-dry or a gorgeous up-do
1hr 30min
This package is valid for the bride only.
Any expenses incurred for stylist travel to any
venues other than the HEADMASTERS Salon
will be charged extra.

This appointment can be arranged up
to 6 weeks before the wedding day.
15min

This is for the bride. This appointment can be
arranged up to 6 weeks before the wedding day.
1hr 30min
This can be arranged up to 6 weeks before
the wedding day.
15min each Bridesmaid

1hr 30min

Wedding Day 3 Bridesmaids
1hr each

Please contact your local HEADMASTERS salon who will be
able to put together a price package for you. Any expenses
incurred for the stylists travel to any venues other than
HEADMASTERS salon will be charged extra.
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MEN’S
SPECIALISTS
All HEADMASTERS stylists are trained in Men’s hair
but our Men’s Specialists have undergone an extra
six months of intensive training exclusively
in men’s grooming.
Their cutting, clippering and grooming expertise is of
the very highest standard giving you the sharpest of
cuts, that just like a bespoke suit is perfectly tailored
to you.
Services include eyebrow tidy and trim, grey
blending, comb in subtle colour for shine and
scalp treatments for sensitivity, dandruff and hair loss.
Experience men’s grooming at it’s best.
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HEADMASTERS
SUPPORTS

TEENAGE
CANCER
TRUST

HEADMASTERS is proud to support the Teenage Cancer Trust,
a charity dedicated to improving the quality of life and chances
of survival for the seven young people aged between 13 and 24
diagnosed with cancer every day.
They fund and build specialist units for teenagers in NHS hospitals
and provide dedicated staff. Traditionally teenagers are treated
alongside children or elderly patients, which can be extremely
isolating, some never meeting another young person with cancer.
Being treated alongside others their own age can make a huge
difference to their whole experience.
We are committed to making a difference to the lives of young people
with cancer through the work of Teenage Cancer Trust. Follow our
progress and fundraising on Facebook and Twitter (@headmastersuk)
Or if you would like to find out more about the work of
Teenage Cancer Trust please visit www.teenagecancertrust.org

BE A HEADMASTERS VIP
Get 25% OFF every appointment at HEADMASTERS Salons
Mon-Fri 9am-4pm.
Plus, 10% OFF at all other times.
It’s completely free and easy to sign up
www.headmasters.com/VIP
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Follow us @headmastersuk
www.headmasters.com

